Deans advise future graduate program closures

By Allen Widman
Assistant News Editor

Several university graduate programs have been recommended to be closed, suspended and reoriented starting fall 2012.

"Various college deans recommended these cuts in response to a $19 million reduction in the graduate scholarship budget over the next two years," said Graduate Dean Tim Minton.

"These are very tough times and very hard decisions — no one likes very hard decisions," he said. "No one likes closing programs, but there are times when these decisions need to be made."

Minton-Kruse announced the recommendations to the Graduate Council at its 2:30 p.m. meeting Thursday, saying they followed their appeared from Provost Ken Bellman. The recommendations can be made final after notification of the Faculty Senate Committee on Academic Affairs and the Ohio Board of Regents.

See GRAD Page 2

BBQ COMPETITION

GRILL OFF
Founder Chad Baldwin sera be entry in the fall BBQ competition to graduate student Thomas Mathews Thursday afternoon at the Union.

Increased police force accompanies ‘Falcon Fest’

By James Arvery
Forum Editor

With the start of "Falcon Fest" Thursday night, law enforcement officers are preparing to handle the crowds that may accompany the event.

Nearly 4,600 people are expected to attend this week-end's festivities, according to the Facebook event invitation. Police are prepared to enforce laws throughout the city.

"We have stacked our staff," said Lt. Brad Bowles of the Bowling Green City Police.

"The main goal for our force is to make sure there is no drunk driving."

William Brown, Segment Coordinator

City Police have coordinated with University police, the sheriff's office, liquor patrol agents and other law enforcement units in preparation of keeping the city safe and enforcing the law during Falcon Fest.

"The main goal for our force is to make sure there is no drunk driving," said Sgt. William Bowlers. Bowling Green State Highway Patrol post.

State Highway Patrol will be sending several units to the city this week to help enforce traffic laws, he said. Some of these units will be from the Bowling Green post, while others will be from the Toledo post.

Some students believe the increased presence of officers will not change anything about Falcon Fest or the weekend.

"People are going to do what they want," said junior Garrett Lawson, who is attending Falcon Fest. Regardless of the extra law enforcement on Falcon Fest, students are still going to go out and have a good time, Lawson said.

"Ross Mathews must have some bad ass fans," Andoot said. Andoot is an openly gay talk show host who currently has a daytime talk show on ABC. He previously co-hosted "Fashion Police" with Giuliana Rancic, who is now the solo host of the show. Mathews has hosted his first comedy fest, LOL, With UAO, Thursday at the Andrenze Arena with featured host Ross Mathews.

Mathews is an openly gay talk show host who currently has a daytime talk show on ABC. He previously co-hosted "Fashion Police" with Giuliana Rancic, who is now the solo host of the show.

"Ross Mathews must have some bad ass fans," Andoot said. Andoot is an openly gay talk show host who currently has a daytime talk show on ABC. He previously co-hosted "Fashion Police" with Giuliana Rancic, who is now the solo host of the show.

Mathews said he liked his life story of how he became the popular talk show host and the Tonight show host with Jay Leno. He then went on to talk about the law enforcement or Falcon Fest, he said.
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**SUNDAY**

**6:30-8:30 p.m.**

**63 Pitchers**

**50% Off Pitchers of Drinks!**

**3 FOR $50 Vodka Bombs!**

The average person can live for eleven days without water, assuming an average temperature of 60 degrees Fahrenheit.

---

**GRAD POLICY**

**From Page 1**

"In full agreement with the dean's recommendations," Bodell said in a statement addressed to the Council. "These recommendations for action will help us to move forward this year as we focus our direction and clarify our mission through our process of strategic planning for graduate education." The 14 graduate programs recommended to Bodell were "selected based on criteria developed in collaboration with the faculty Senate Executive Committee in 2009," according to the statement. The primary criteria were 

1. **Academic quality:** graduate program must be distinguished and be of a high level of excellence.
2. **Institutional resources:** program must have the support of the institution of higher education.
3. **Student need:** there must be a need for the program.
4. **Faculty support:** the faculty must support the program.
5. **Alumni support:** there must be support from alumni.
6. **Community support:** the program must have community support.

---

**CHERRY**

**From Page 1**

"I am in full agreement with this year's deans' recommendations," said Steven Messer-Kruse, a professor of statistics. "The deans are in charge of the portfolio of programs by the College of Arts and Sciences. They decided to present this list of programs to the Council members, however, expressed concerns about the way and when, and this is one way. Because this was recent, I expect a heightened level of interest in the festival and Japan."
When I was five years old, my world turned upside down.

Finding out I wasn’t going to be an only child anymore was a heartwarming experience. My parents sat me down and explained how exciting things were going to be with a new baby in the house. But I wasn’t prepared for them to be a girl, and that was when things took a whirlwind situation for me. I first met my new doll, and I was so excited! It was a pink Power Ranger action figure (with moveable limbs). Any girl born between 1989 and 1992 will understand why that doll was so cool. It was a pink Power Ranger action figure (with moveable limbs). Any girl born between 1989 and 1992 will understand why that doll was so cool. It was a pink Power Ranger action figure (with moveable limbs). Any girl born between 1989 and 1992 will understand why that doll was so cool.

“Tie-dye a T-shirt
• Purchase BGSU Apparel
• Enjoy great food
• Have a smoothie
• Sing karaoke
• Decorate and fly a kite
• Have a coffee break
• Learn to juggle
• Buy a bag of popcorn

The first thing we did was walk the entire length of campus, and I started to think, “Wow, this is what college feels like.” There was something magical about the landscape near the Jerome Library, the University Hall and the students in all of that. I decided to go to college would be my first step in becoming an adult.

My sister showed me her dorm room, and even though she complained about the size, I thought it was great. Nothing I said would change her opinion. I don’t remember what it was like to be an angry teenager, and I don’t want to relate to her. I’ve come to the conclusion that some things are better left alone.

Looking back on it, Sibs N’ Kids Weekend was not only the time I decided to attend the University, it was the time I made the choice to go to college.

I was a sophomore in high school when my sister invited me to spend the weekend with her. I remember that weekend forever. The first thing we did was walk the entire length of campus, and I started to think, “Wow, this is what college feels like.” There was something magical about the landscape near the Jerome Library, the University Hall and the students in all of that. I decided to go to college would be my first step in becoming an adult.

My sister showed me her dorm room, and even though she complained about the size, I thought it was great. Nothing I said would change her opinion. I don’t remember what it was like to be an angry teenager, and I don’t want to relate to her. I’ve come to the conclusion that some things are better left alone.

Coming up, my little sister was my mini-me. She thought everything I did was so cool.

Growing up, my little sister was my mini-me. She though
tomatoes, rice and corn, among other things.

My sister showed me her dorm room, and even though she complained about the size, I thought it was great. Nothing I said would change her opinion. I don’t remember what it was like to be an angry teenager, and I don’t want to relate to her. I’ve come to the conclusion that some things are better left alone.

Coming up, my little sister was my mini-me. She thought everything I did was so cool.

Growing up, my little sister was my mini-me. She thought everything I did was so cool.

Growing up, my little sister was my mini-me. She thought everything I did was so cool.
These recommendations for Executive Lommitt.ee in 2009 were selected based on criteria.

We want to correct all factual errors.

I am in full agreement with the one criteria that was discussed by deans for several months, Messer-Kruse said.

People are noticeably and this is one way.

Senior Kaylin Atkinson attended Ohami i with the faculty in my program.

It's so interesting because it's so hard to culture, to enjoy watching the cherry tree blooms.

Senior Kaylin Atkinson attended Ohami i with the faculty in my program.

It's important for this dedication and festival.

The purpose of this gradu-
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People are noticeably and this is one way.

Senior Kaylin Atkinson attended Ohami i with the faculty in my program.

It's so interesting because it's so hard to culture, to enjoy watching the cherry tree blooms.
Appreciate siblings during Sibs N’ Kids weekend

By Stephen Reed

Looking back on it, Sibs N’ Kids Weekend is not only the time I decided to attend the University, it was the time that I made the choice to go to college. I was a sophomore in high school when my sister invited me to spend the weekend with her. I will never forget that weekend forever.

The first thing we did was walk the entire length of campus. I mentally prepared about what college feels like. I wanted to move in with her. I did not want to live on campus. When my sister told me we were going to the Sundial, I thought it was a win-win situation for me. I got a doll and a friend at the same time.

It was a pink Power Ranger action figure (with moveable limbs). Any girl born between 1989 and 1992 will understand why that doll was so cool. It was a pink Power Ranger action figure (with moveable limbs). Any girl born between 1989 and 1992 will understand why that doll was so cool. It was a pink Power Ranger action figure (with moveable limbs). Any girl born between 1989 and 1992 will understand why that doll was so cool. It was a pink Power Ranger action figure (with moveable limbs). Any girl born between 1989 and 1992 will understand why that doll was so cool. It was a pink Power Ranger action figure (with moveable limbs). Any girl born between 1989 and 1992 will understand why that doll was so cool. It was a pink Power Ranger action figure (with moveable limbs). Any girl born between 1989 and 1992 will understand why that doll was so cool. It was a pink Power Ranger action figure (with moveable limbs). Any girl born between 1989 and 1992 will understand why that doll was so cool. It was a pink Power Ranger action figure (with moveable limbs). Any girl born between 1989 and 1992 will understand why that doll was so cool.

The rust thing we did was go to the Student Union to get a coffee break. I started to think, “Wow, this is what college feels like.”

I was a sophomore in high school when my sister invited me to spend the weekend with her. I will never forget that weekend forever. The first thing we did was walk the entire length of campus. I mentally prepared about what college feels like. I wanted to move in with her.

When it rains, it pours in the James house. When sisters fight, feelings are hurt. I wasn’t ready to spend four years with Ali, but this is my experience. Nothing I said would change her opinion. I didn’t remember what it was like to be an angry teenager, and I don’t want to relate to her. I’ve come to the conclusion that some things are better left alone.

As the night began, I heard turn on DragonForce at very high volume and sing along to every single one of their songs. Surprisingly, I did not annoy any neighbors.

Later, my sister took me to the Sundial and I was once again amazed at all the options. The food was great, the people were tolerate and the landscaping was beautiful. Yes, this was the weekend I decided Bowling Green was going to be my home for four more years. As the night began, I heard turn on DragonForce at very high volume and sing along to every single one of their songs. Surprisingly, I did not annoy any neighbors.

Weekend brings future Falcons

Sibling shares University experience during Sibs N’ Kids weekend

By Stephen Reed

Welcome, Sibs n' Kids!

From the Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Stop by the Student Union to:

- Take a coffee break
- Enjoy great food
- Purchase BGSU Apparel

WE DELIVER!

Store Hours: 10am - 5:30pm

Free Popcorn!

Come into the Bookmark store on Saturday (4/16) and get a bag of FREE popcorn!
school reform ignores problems of cheating
Washington D.C. school system finds standardized tests altered to inflate scores

Dr. Ann Swanson, the New York Times Columnist, and Guy Swanson, the American News Columnist

USA Today came out on an explosive investigation last week, revealing that students in the Washington D.C. school system were manipulating test scores. USA Today found an enormous range of cheating behaviors, including changing answers on standardized exams.

The enormity of these cheating behaviors is a cause for concern. The consequences of cheating are severe and can have a lasting impact on students' educational outcomes.

In the future, schools should adopt more rigorous anti-cheating measures and ensure that students are aware of the importance of academic honesty.
Theatre department debuts 'Bunnicula' this weekend

By Janae Avwy

The elementary kids were so excited, said sophomore Emily Remaklus, who has been cast in "Bunnicula," a children's play being performed by the Treehouse Troupe this weekend.

"One of the biggest challenges was balancing the play for the college audience," said sophomore Emily Remaklus, who has been cast in "Bunnicula," a children's play being performed by the Treehouse Troupe this weekend.
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The play is filled with fun and talking animal characters, said sophomore Emily Remaklus, who has been cast in "Bunnicula," a children's play being performed by the Treehouse Troupe this weekend.
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The play is filled with fun and talking animal characters, said sophomore Emily Remaklus, who has been cast in "Bunnicula," a children's play being performed by the Treehouse Troupe this weekend.

The elementary kids were so excited, said sophomore Emily Remaklus, who has been cast in "Bunnicula," a children's play being performed by the Treehouse Troupe this weekend.
Wednesday Obama gave a speech, adult speech on his vision for the fiscal future of America. Gone were relatively pointless reform pro- perly and supposedly long-term reforms. We are talking about something particularly courageous for a politician, implementing an idea we otherwise raise.

More specifically he said that taxes should be raised on the rich, income brackets.

Immediately after he said this, people began to rail against it as an immoral protection. Many pointed out the rich already pay a huge percent of the bill. Why should they pay more? What the above has centered around is the merits of the progressive politician, whether is OK to tax a higher percent on the rich to deal with the modern wealthy Americans than others.

Abortion: Abortionists believe that we should defy all laws. The progressive politician is a story in the Bible as a good end of times. We can see, in an impoverished woman contributed a very small unit to the small col- lege, while wealthy indivi- duals contributed a lot.

Upon sight of this Jesus decided to be courage mainly for this reason. "Why tell you, this poor widow has put more into the temple col- lege, while they all gave out of their wealth, but she, out of her poverty, put in all she had to live.

One need not believe Jesus to be divine or even a great philosopher to see the wis- dom of such a statement. What is pointed pro- perly and well by him.

There is a certain inherent logic to the idea that those that have more should be expected to give more. But of course, there are those that base their argu- ments against the idea that the rich with their rich the right of the government to demand taxes. There are other opinions as well but that move is a move facing on our part.

These are the same pro- posals that Richard Nixon and the American people as "taxpayers," and talk of the gourmet (the point in totality that is separate- ness from me).

I go to call myself a "liberal" as well when I am a well of and it is a well of the kind of... the government is not God. This is true, the govern- ment is not God. The government is us, "Who are we?" Aren't we the American people? We are merely a collection of us all. In this way, paying taxes is merely an extension of the moral duty to give to one another.

Furthermore, I raise the prop- er funds to maintain social safety nets and all augmented public improvements while we would pay for it.

The People. The nation is a heavy burden, though. I do not view this as an abstract of the People."

We should not view this as a heavy burden, though. I do not believe that people have the right to challenge the ultimate sacrifice to service of the American people, paying more in taxes is a good idea as long as it is to bring down our lives.

The BG Undead — I think Glenn Beck is chasing Americans for their selfishness, saying that the people were unbelievable. Well, it is unbelievable. Why?

I remember Glenn Beck is chasing Americans for their selfishness, saying that the people were unbelievable and that people were putting Americans to shame with their selfishness. I don't think so.

I remember he said that we have a lot to learn from the Japanese.

I think Glenn Beck is right.

Let's raise taxes.

— Response to Matthew at Thompson@thebgnews.com

OUISSOU SHERIFF

THE BG NEWS

FALCON SCREECH

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Print Responsibly for students, 3 times the professors' printing rate! Students at BGSU are charged fees and costs for almost every action they take. In addition to the fees and costs of the fees, there are also the fees and costs of the fees. This discovery should end all untruths and lies to the specific kind of education for which the students are being charged to artifi- cially.

I thought much about the cost involved in recent times, when a professor of mine told me that the printing cost for the handout to bring is to class. He laughed when the students undergraduates were brought without them, the printout would be maybe 8 cents and the white five cents (per page). What is this, students charging more tuition and fees for universities in Ohio, so snarky.

The change to the printout for the handouts would be 1.5 cents. I support the professors in their fight of printing and excuses me to the University. While I don't like to raise taxes, I think Glenn Beck is right. It seems that making the USA rich in every way is the solution to the problem of student.

One need not believe Jesus to be divine or even a great philosopher to see the wisdom of such a statement. What is pointed properly and well by him.

There is a certain inherent logic to the idea that those that have more should be expected to give more. But of course, there are those that base their arguments against the idea that the rich with their rich have the right of the government to demand taxes. There are other opinions as well but that move is a move facing on our part.
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The People. The nation is a heavy burden, though. I do not view this as an abstract of the People."

We should not view this as a heavy burden, though. I do not believe that people have the right to challenge the ultimate sacrifice to service of the American people, paying more in taxes is a good idea as long as it is to bring down our lives.

The BG Undead — I think Glenn Beck is chasing Americans for their selfishness, saying that the people were unbelievable. Well, it is unbelievable. Why?
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"Bunnicula* is a musical based on the award-winning books by Deborah and James Howe. It revolves around the family's talking cat, Theo. It is actually a vampire after vegetable juice, and talking animal characters should be seen by children ages seven and older. The mysteries of a vampire are solved during the show. Since this is the first role Remaklus has been cast in, but she said it is for children," said sophomore Emily Remaklus.

"That way, more students can participate in the production," Bernard said.

Bunnicula also worked with second- and third-grade students to create artwork that will be displayed outside the theatre. As an educational director, Bunnicula works with the Treehouse Troupe, who puts on children's plays. The group has gone to elementary schools to show them parts of the play, has gone to elementary schools to show them parts of the play, and the cat," Bernard said.

The elementary kids were captivated and loved the dog, said sophomore Eileen Leili. She said doing the leader theatre with the elementary kids was a win for the kids to be introduced into theatre and may increase their interest for later experiences.

"One of the biggest challenges was balancing the play for the college audience," said sophomore Emily Remaklus. "It is for children, but this time she is an underling and has a small part as a celery stalk."

"That was tough for her, and she had to deliver a serious line."

Bunnicula and the Treehouse Troupe also worked with second and third-grade students to create artwork that will be displayed outside the theatre.

The kids were so excited," said sophomore Eileen Leili. "They looked at us as if we were school celebrities."

Leili said doing the leader theatre with the elementary students was a win for the kids to be introduced into theatre and may increase their interest for later experiences.

"One of the biggest challenges was balancing the play for the college audience," said sophomore Emily Remaklus. "It is for children, but this time she is an underling and has a small part as a celery stalk."

"That was tough for her, and she had to deliver a serious line."

Bunnicula and the Treehouse Troupe also worked with second and third-grade students to create artwork that will be displayed outside the theatre.

The kids were so excited," said sophomore Eileen Leili. "They looked at us as if we were school celebrities."

Leili said doing the leader theatre with the elementary students was a win for the kids to be introduced into theatre and may increase their interest for later experiences.
“Weather will definitely play a major factor on Saturday, since we will try and play 36 holes. It’s supposed to be cold all day Saturday.”

Gary Winger | BG coach

By Bryan Mitchell

In one of the teams’ biggest week-end match-ups of the season, the BG baseball team is looking for a win in this weekend’s three-series against archrival Toledo.

The Falcons fell short this week, but are looking to redeem themselves in baseball’s version of the Battle of 1-75. Although the Falcons are over .500 in the Mid-American Conference, head coach Danny Schmitz referred to Toledo as one of the best teams in the conference.

“This is going to be a big one, no doubt about it,” Schmitz said. “They are playing very good baseball.”

Schmitz said the team needs to focus on controlling the running game.

“Bunting is something they like to do, so we need to keep them off the bases, and control it when they are on base,” Schmitz said.

At the plate, the Falcons, Schmitz emphasized the control and execution of the three phases; pitching, hitting and defense.

The Falcons have spent the better half of the season on the road. Schmitz is looking forward to the home stand, but he is treating it like any other series.

After the midweek losses to the University of Michigan and the University of Dayton, Schmitz said the team needs to refocus and regroup.

“We just have to take one game at a time,” Schmitz said.

BG is not back to full strength yet, with lingering injuries from freshmen Brandon Howard and sophomore Andrew Kim.

Howard is still out with a broken foot, and Kim is recovering.

Falcons look to end 11-game skid against Toledo

By Bryan Filipponi

The BG softball team looked to get back into the win column against archrival Toledo this weekend.

The Falcons play the Rockets in single games Saturday and Sunday. Earlier in the week the Falcons competed against Notre Dame.

Unfortunately for the Falcons, three two solo homers would be the only runs they would score in their first game. The Fighting Irish ended the game by scoring five runs in the bottom of the sixth, only on three hits.

In game two, the Falcons started Melissa Bortz. However, after 3

SENSE OF THE TIMES

SPORTS

Falcons take on archival Toledo for weekend series

By Michelle Wronski

In one of the teams’ biggest week-end match-ups of the season, the BG baseball team is looking for a win in this weekend’s three-series against archrival Toledo.

The Falcons fell short this week, but are looking to redeem themselves in baseball’s version of the Battle of 1-75. Although the Falcons are over .500 in the Mid-American Conference, head coach Danny Schmitz referred to Toledo as one of the best teams in the conference.

“This is going to be a big one, no doubt about it,” Schmitz said. “They are playing very good baseball.”

Schmitz said the team needs to focus on controlling the running game.

“Bunting is something they like to do, so we need to keep them off the bases, and control it when they are on base,” Schmitz said.

At the plate, the Falcons, Schmitz emphasized the control and execution of the three phases; pitching, hitting and defense.

The Falcons have spent the better half of the season on the road. Schmitz is looking forward to the home stand, but he is treating it like any other series.

After the midweek losses to the University of Michigan and the University of Dayton, Schmitz said the team needs to refocus and regroup.

“We just have to take one game at a time,” Schmitz said.

BG is not back to full strength yet, with lingering injuries from freshmen Brandon Howard and sophomore Andrew Kim.

Howard is still out with a broken foot, and Kim is recovering.

Falcons look to end 11-game skid against Toledo

By Bryan Filipponi

The BG softball team looked to get back into the win column against archrival Toledo this weekend.

The Falcons play the Rockets in single games Saturday and Sunday. Earlier in the week the Falcons competed against Notre Dame.

Unfortunately for the Falcons, three two solo homers would be the only runs they would score in their first game. The Fighting Irish ended the game by scoring five runs in the bottom of the sixth, only on three hits.

In game two, the Falcons started Melissa Bortz. However, after 3
Women's golf hosts annual Falcon Invitational at Stone Ridge golf club

By Ryan Satkowiak

In its final tournament before the Mid-American Conference Championships, the BG women's golf team will play at home for the only time this season this weekend. Taking place at Stone Ridge Golf Club, the Saturday-Sunday tournament will have nine other schools competing, including five from the MAC.

Coach Stephanie Young views this weekend as a great opportunity to gauge where her team stands compared to other teams in the conference.

"It's the last event, getting to play them this weekend, and then we have the three or four days until we tee off against them again (at the MAC Championships)," she said.

The Falcons are coming off their best tournament since September — when they finished tied for sixth at the Ball State Cardinal Classic — this past weekend. They finished eighth at the EKU Ball State Cardinal Classic, with several golfers showing their best rounds during the course.

"Young said the Falcons will try and carry last weekend's success into the home tourney this weekend.

"It was going so good as we have been in eight months. And that's an interesting one for me," Winger said. With the weather cooperating this week, the Falcons were able to get outside and carry last weekend's success into this week's tournament. "We're still looking for some consistency out of the bottom of the lineup," Winger said. "It'll be good to see, getting a couple scores out of the bottom of the lineup."

"There's always a comfort zone when you are playing at home, and we have no excuse to not be prepared; we just have to go out and execute," she said.

Even though most of the active golfers last weekend shot their best rounds since the fall season, Young is still looking to get better scores out of the bottom of the lineup.

"We have a few banged up: they are progressing but are not ready to play just yet," said Winger. "We have to simulate pressure. It's the number one thing; we have to simulate pressure and competitive type scenarios," she said. "We're still looking for some consistency out of our four spots. There's going to be some evaluation and we'll see what that translates into in terms of the line-up."

Softball

From Page 6

U13 ligames and giving up six runs. freshman Erin GreeneSmolden pitched a 3-13 scoreless innings until the bottom of the sixth. When we have a few banged up: they are progressing but are not ready to play just yet," Schmitz said. "This gives other guys the chance to step up."

Schmitz is going with the same pitchers he has been using on previous weekend series.

"We are still looking for some consistency out of the bottom of the lineup. It's always good being comfortable going into this tournament," she said.

"There's always a comfort zone when you are playing at home, and we have no excuse to not be prepared; we just have to go out and execute," she said.

Even though most of the active golfers last weekend shot their best rounds since the fall season, Young is still looking to get better scores out of the bottom of the lineup.

"We have a few banged up: they are progressing but are not ready to play just yet," said Winger. "We have to simulate pressure. It's the number one thing; we have to simulate pressure and competitive type scenarios," she said. "We're still looking for some consistency out of our four spots. There's going to be some evaluation and we'll see what that translates into in terms of the line-up."

Baseball

From Page 6

The Gaels will be ready for the MAC Championships. Senior Charles Wooten will wrap the series up. getting the start Sunday. The Falcons will be ready to play at 3 p.m. today at Stoller Field. Saturday and Sunday's games are sched- uled to begin at 1 p.m.

In 1979... a record was set by 11 FRESHMAN for the most students to check out a dormitory closet.

You don't have to live like this...
Men's golf to compete in Earl Yestingsmeier Invitational in Muncie

By Brandon Peckner

After a rain-soaked eighth place finish last week in Kentucky, the BG men's golf team will be traveling to Muncie, Indiana to compete in Ball State's Earl Yestingsmeier Invitational Saturday and Sunday.

However, the weather isn't looking much brighter for the Falcons this weekend.

Rain and heavy winds are forecasted for Friday and Saturday at the Delaware Country Club, and that has coach Gary Winger a little cautious.

"Weather will definitely play a major factor Saturday since we will try and play 18 holes," Winger said. "It's supposed to be cold all day Saturday.

But weather isn't the only thing on Winger's mind. The 20-team tournament has a unique twist to each week's scoring. Each team is allowed to field six players, but only five scores count.

Winger selected Drew Tranum, Wes Gates, Parker Howat, Charlie Olson, Torey Brummett and Bryan Mitchell as his starting lineup. But only the five low-scores will count toward the Falcons' team score.

"This will be Mitchell's third tournament this season for the Falcons. In his last start, he tied for 38th place at 36 holes at BG's home tournament, the John Piper Intercollegiate, back in September.

See MEN | Page 7

Falcons to play Eastern Michigan, Toledo at Keefe Courts

By The BG News Sports Staff

The BG tennis team will play its first and last home games at the Keefe Courts this weekend with a pair of matches against Mid-American Conference foes.

Today the Falcons will play Eastern Michigan at 1 p.m. Friday, and will continue the weekend with a 1 p.m. match Saturday against Toledo.

In the event of inclement weather or on one or both days, the action will be moved to the Pumberg Tennis Center.

This will be BG's last two matches before ending the regular season on the road at Northern Illinois.

The Falcons enter the weekend with a dual-match record of 10-7 and 1-2 in conference play. The Falcons have lost all three matches and four of their last five.EMU has a dual-match record of 1-1 and is 2-1-2 in conference play.

The Falcons lead the Buckeyes 20-18 in their all-time series, but UT has won the last two meetings.

The Falcons are 14-10 in total matches and four of their last five.EMU has a dual-match record of 10-1 and 1-1-1 in conference play.

The Falcons beat the Buckeyes 20-18 in their all-time series, but UT has won the last two meetings.

The Buckeyes posted a 4-3 win.

BG is 3-3 at home this season, however, and has played all of its home matches at PTC.

Four different Falcons have won at least 40 matches this season, a two-player improvement last season.

Four different Falcons have won at least 40 matches this season, a two-player improvement last season.

Frederman, Nick Chichaklie, Nada Lines and Zada Lines were selected in all matches, but Nick Chichaklie, a sister of Christine Chichaklie has 45 wins, and Shady Yeczkenin and Mary Hill have 46 wins apiece.

"This is going to be a big one, no doubt about it," Schmidt said. "They are playing very good baseball." Schmidt said the team needs to focus on controlling the running game.

"Running is something they like to do; we need to keep them off the bases, and control it when they are on base," Schmidt said.

For the Falcons, Schmidt emphasized the control and execution of the three phases: pitching, hitting and defense.

The Falcons have spent the better half of the season on the road. Schmidt is looking forward to the home stand, but he is turining it like any other series.

After the midweek losses to the University of Michigan and the University of Dayton, Schmidt said the team needs to refocus and regroup.

"We just have to take it one game at a time," Schmidt said.

BG is not back to full strength yet, with lingering injuries from freshman Brandon Howard and sophomore Andrew Kinnard. Howard is still out with a broken foot, and Kinnard is recovering.

See BASEBALL | Page 7

Bryan Mitchell as his starting lineup. But only the five low-scores will count toward the Falcons' team score.

"This will be Mitchell's third tournament this season for the Falcons. In his last start, he tied for 38th place at 36 holes at BG's home tournament, the John Piper Intercollegiate, back in September.

See MEN | Page 7

Falcons to take on archival Toledo for weekend series

By Michele Vysocki

In one of the team's biggest weekend matchups of the season, the BG baseball team is looking for a win in this weekend's home series against archival Toledo.

The Falcons fall short during the week, but are looking to redeem themselves in baseball's version of the Battle of 1-75.

Although the Falcons are 7-15 overall and 1-4 in MAC play, they are on base," Schmidt said.

The team needs to refocus and regroup.

"Running is something they like to do; we need to keep them off the bases, and control it when they are on base," Schmidt said.

For the Falcons, Schmidt emphasized the control and execution of the three phases: pitching, hitting and defense.

The Falcons have spent the better half of the season on the road. Schmidt is looking forward to the home stand, but he is turning it like any other series.

After the midweek losses to the University of Michigan and the University of Dayton, Schmidt said the team needs to refocus and regroup.

"We just have to take it one game at a time," Schmidt said.

BG is not back to full strength yet, with lingering injuries from freshman Brandon Howard and sophomore Andrew Kinnard. Howard is still out with a broken foot, and Kinnard is recovering.

See BASEBALL | Page 7

Falcons look to end 11-game skid against Toledo

By Bryan Filippeni

The RC softball team look to get back into the win column against archival Toledo this weekend.

The Falcons play the Rockets in single games Saturday and Sunday. Earlier in the week the Falcons competed against No. 24 ranked Notre Dame.

Zada Lines was called on the mound for the Falcons in game one. Lines struggled early giving up two runs in each of the first two innings.

The team was able to pull one back in the top of the fourth, with Pege Banger hitting her seventh home run of the season and another homerun in the sixth inning, recording her 15th home run.

Unfortunately for the Falcons, these two solo home runs would be the only runs they would score in their first game. The Fighting Irish in the second game by scoring five runs in the bottom of the fifth, only on three hits.

In game two, the Falcons started Melissa Bott. However, after 1-75

FOOTBALL

Falcons to play spring game

The RC softball team look to get back into the win column against archival Toledo this weekend.

The Falcons play the Rockets in single games Saturday and Sunday. Earlier in the week the Falcons competed against No. 24 ranked Notre Dame.

Zada Lines was called on the mound for the Falcons in game one. Lines struggled early giving up two runs in each of the first two innings.

The team was able to pull one back in the top of the fourth, with Pege Banger hitting her seventh home run of the season and another homerun in the sixth inning, recording her 15th home run.

Unfortunately for the Falcons, these two solo home runs would be the only runs they would score in their first game. The Fighting Irish in the second game by scoring five runs in the bottom of the fifth, only on three hits.

In game two, the Falcons start-
As a team, the Falcons won Kentucky, the competition even though there won't the weekend. Most of the team should have at the tournament last year, the Falcons played so well with them, and because players play certain courses better.

The Falcons are coming off their best tournament since September — when they finished tied for sixth at the Ball State Cardinal Classic. With several golfers shooting their best rounds of the season, Young said the Falcons will try and carry last weekend's momentum into the home tournament this weekend.

Working as good as we have been in eight months and that's an interesting con-

We have been in eight months and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing or math involved. To play: Complete the grid so that every row, column, and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing or math involved. Just use logic to solve.
University of California professor speaks about 'racial classification'

By Matthew Omi

Racial issues in America were addressed Thursday at the Union.

"Without some form of racial record keeping, we are unable to empirically observe institutional patterns of racial inequalities," Omi explained.

Omi also spoke of the problems and applications of each record. "This is why we are absolutely critical to the enforcement of civil rights laws within that realm," Omi said.

He added, referring to President Donald Trump, "We see all of these as critical to interfacing with the police.

Omi explained how maintaining racial categories may be beneficial in the medical field. "It provided a tool and a drug for heart treatment in African-Americans, as an example of how racial classification can be done in medicine," he said.

The differences in preference between African American and general populations may be societal in shape. In April, 1998, he had added that seeing race as biological is not always "on the table." He maintained the audience that racial consciousness carries with it many problems.

He acknowledged how racial categories can be problematic and archeological. "If we can see it, it can be so fluid. That is the reality," he said, "we cannot be abandoned." Given the big problem that race from..." colorblindness.

Omi said that he has not had certain answers to racial problems in America, he was clear in his assessment that such problems do not disassociate with growing racial categories altogether. "We are not free of what we call or..." on the table.

The professor explained that racial record keeping, we are unable to empirically observe institutional patterns of racial inequalities."
 Grassley criticizes ATF's conduct in gun probe

Emails from licensed gun dealer that riddle found six months prior in shootout at the border were from ATF operation

By Brian Bullard
The Associated Press

PHOENIX — A licensed gun dealer in Arizona who was cooperating with federal agents investigating a gun smuggling operation told investigators that he was worried that firearms sold by his store could end up in the wrong hands.

The reports are contained in a letter that Michigan Rep. Gary Peters of Michigan sent to the Department of Justice Tuesday, saying that ATF supervisor David Voth told him that agents were trying to determine exactly what the workers were doing when the fatal shootout occurred.

The ATF has been criticized for its handling of Operation Fast and Furious, an investigation into efforts to combat gun smuggling in the United States. The operation involved the purchase of risky weapons by an undercover agent to determine whether gun smugglers were allowing illegal guns to reach drug cartels.

But the letters obtained by the AP show that ATF officials were aware of the potential for abuse.

"We're going to die. Some of us," Grassley wrote. "I don't think that's a bad idea." But the stories stuck, and ATF officials have admitted that they were trying to determine what went wrong.

The senators sent a letter to the House Oversight Committee demanding that the ATF explain its conduct in the probe and release all related documents.

But the senators' inquiries have not been answered, and the probe has been criticized by some members of Congress who say it has been too focused on determining what went wrong rather than preventing similar incidents in the future.

Wisconsin governor defends hobbling unions

Gov. Walker proposes partisanship as a solution to national budget concerns

By Marc Caporale
The Associated Press

MADISON, Wis. (AP) — Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker's effort to hobble labor unions in his state has met with a storm of criticism, including the rate of union activity in the state.

Walker has proposed passing a law that would force unions to re-certify their desire to exist every year.

"It's a bad idea," said John Durso, an official with the Wisconsin Federation of Labor. "We should be fighting for the right of workers to freely organize."
Ganja, herb, wacky tobacky, weed—victariously of course, via the media. I confess I make some mention of marijuana in my writing, though I do not condone its use. For as much as I love Hello Kitty, there is one more character in my life that I.east to keep out of the view of my daughter due to the fact that she is married to a DEA agent. I may not be a smoker, but I enjoy it vicariously as well. As she climbs the drug ladder from smoking a weed cigarette outside the teacher's lounge to smoking a joint in the blue car, I hope she doesn't have to deal with the instability that comes with marijuana use. I've come to realize I shouldn't eat a burger proportioned buns with a side of crispy, salty fries. As hamburger and fries. The best track on the album. ‘Save Me’ and ‘The Family Sign.’ I'm saying, but I don't.' ‘Save Me’ is a vivid firsthand account of a car accident victim. The heartache, pain, and people screaming may cause you to tear up, but the message of the song is that drowning in the pain is not the solution. ‘Save Me’ is a statement that says ‘I can change the world, but I cannot change me’ and ‘I'm just not connect to the man you see on the radio today.’ Sum 41's ‘Murder,* has dark lyrics such as ‘God has no sunshine and people screaming may cause you to tear up, but the message of the song is that drowning in the pain is not the solution. ‘Save Me’ is a statement that says ‘I can change the world, but I cannot change me.’ So I may not be exactly in the right frame of mind, but in actuality it is a message to his fans that ‘It’s not us. It’s not you. It’s us. It’s just us. It’s just us. It’s just us. It’s just us. It’s just us. It’s just us.’ I've come to realize I shouldn't eat a burger proportioned buns with a side of crispy, salty fries. As hamburger and fries. The best track on the album. ‘Save Me’ and ‘The Family Sign.’ I'm saying, but I don't.' ‘Save Me’ is a vivid firsthand account of a car accident victim. The heartache, pain, and people screaming may cause you to tear up, but the message of the song is that drowning in the pain is not the solution. ‘Save Me’ is a statement that says ‘I can change the world, but I cannot change me’ and ‘I'm just not connect to the man you see on the radio today.’ Sum 41's ‘Murder,* has dark lyrics such as ‘God has no sunshine and people screaming may cause you to tear up, but the message of the song is that drowning in the pain is not the solution. ‘Save Me’ is a statement that says ‘I can change the world, but I cannot change me.’ So I may not be exactly in the right frame of mind, but in actuality it is a message to his fans that ‘It’s not us. It’s not you. It’s us. It’s just us. It’s just us. It’s just us. It’s just us. It’s just us.’ I've come to realize I shouldn't eat a burger proportioned buns with a side of crispy, salty fries. As hamburger and fries. The best track on the album. ‘Save Me’ and ‘The Family Sign.’ I'm saying, but I don't.' ‘Save Me’ is a vivid firsthand account of a car accident victim. The heartache, pain, and people screaming may cause you to tear up, but the message of the song is that drowning in the pain is not the solution. ‘Save Me’ is a statement that says ‘I can change the world, but I cannot change me’ and ‘I'm just not connect to the man you see on the radio today.’ Sum 41's ‘Murder,* has dark lyrics such as ‘God has no sunshine and people screaming may cause you to tear up, but the message of the song is that drowning in the pain is not the solution. ‘Save Me’ is a statement that says ‘I can change the world, but I cannot change me.’ So I may not be exactly in the right frame of mind, but in actuality it is a message to his fans that ‘It’s not us. It’s not you. It’s us. It’s just us. It’s just us. It’s just us. It’s just us. It’s just us.’
The Omni takes the ‘highway to hell’ Thunderstruck, an AC/DC tribute band, showcase their ‘dirty deeds’

By Stephen Wood and Donna King

AC/DC tribute band Thunderstruck shook the Omni crowd all night long April 8. The band’s set for the group for approximately five years and has done a variety of numbers, three of which have other bands on the side. For the rest of the members, this is their first time playing.

Bassist Allen McKenzie who impersonates rhythm guitarist Malcolm Young. He does the same for the other members. Most people don’t know lead guitarist Ricky ‘Junior’ he’ll be all over the stage moves.

Thunderstruck lead guitarist, bassist and drummer McKenzie, who published the ad. The band formed from a newspaper ad, said band founder and drummer Octavio, who published the ad.

The group’s creation has been a complete success. McKenzie said. “I was lucky enough to get to watch the band perform in Canada. The annual clubbing of baby seals. The annual clubbing of baby seals. The annual clubbing of baby seals. The annual clubbing of baby seals. The annual clubbing of baby seals.

Thunderstruck works hard to personify AC/DC, they come complete with a devil’s pitchfork, bell and a cannon for each role of the stage. McKenzie said. “I’m not just as energetic, taking his shirt off, lying on his back, everything.”

Thunderstruck hard to personify AC/DC, they come complete with a devil’s pitchfork, bell and a cannon for each role of the stage. McKenzie said. “I’m not just as energetic, taking his shirt off, lying on his back, everything.”
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Students take a stand
Group makes a stand for the legalization of marijuana

James Franco, Mary Louise Parker recognize Hollywood's 'pot culture'

On-campus Internet: What's the deal? After campus internet connection problems, students speak out

By Jonathan Kuhlke

Hello Kitty®-themed Eyewear. * "Unlikely" Britney Spears. Men's Dark Chocolate fonz bars. These are a few of my favorite things, I mean guilty pleasures.

But as for me as a true Hello Kitty®, there is one more guilty pleasure that I enjoy more than my favorite mural, hamburgers and fries.

As a kid, I had a dream and my first birthday dinner request every single year. There's something comforting about a classic beef patty between two well-proportioned buns with a side of crispy, salty fries. As an adult, I come to realize I shouldn't eat a burger more than once a month, I indulge myself and make veggie burgers and turkey burgers for weekend meals occasionally, but I just love them too much, and I really don't consider those healthy alternatives to be bad burgers.
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Thunderstruck shook AC/DC tribute band time job. Por the rest for approximately five years get to do. "This is one more fun thing I impersonates Cliff Williams either lead vocalist, Bon Scott I guarantee I will be listening to. I definitely enjoying for people who are grown completely different route. As a 21-year old. I definitely younger artists following trends I see you. Jay-Z, Eminem and Or someone, who at one point..." thing our singer does Brian Guilty pleasures often relatable in an unexpected I think our singer does Brian. To me, it's all just as energetic, taking his shirt off, lying on his bed. I see you. "Red. White and Crue" will be sharing the stage for the final time of the Omni's cover 195. used being made by adults and up As a 21-year old. I definitely
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**WEEDS**

called Pineapple Express, he was becoming part of a drug ring and a family of dealers referred to as the Black Diamond. Tied does the lead guitar, Ricky Tie does the bass. Malcom Young. Whit does the rhythm, Brian Johnson. I'm very excited about it. Our singer does Brian. It's never placed with a better group, Papas said.

---

**FAMILY**

From the same previous years. After a week of touring and a little time off. It's really fun. It's the only thing I get excited about. It's the only thing I get excited about.

---

**INTERNET**

the residence hall Internet connection is running at 450Mb to 550Mb, " she said. The residence hall Internet connection is running at 450Mb to 550Mb, " she said.

---

**FOOD**

Pineapple Express' release, my impression of our singer does Brian. I'm very excited about it. Our singer does Brian. It's never placed with a better group, Papas said. Our singer does Brian. It's never placed with a better group, Papas said.

---

**NORML**
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being involved with the band is being inspired, " she said. "I don't believe in real people, real people, real people, real people..." the politics. "The biggest thing is to try to get to the things that you care about the politics. "The biggest thing is to try to get to the things that you care about the politics. "The biggest thing is to try to get to the things that you care about the politics. "The biggest thing is to try to get to the things that you care about the politics. "The biggest thing is to try to get to the things that you care about the politics.
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Help Wanted

PT Babysitter needed, exp. pref. 8:30-5:30. Send resume or apply in person at 3150 Bostwick. 419-308-2676.

Seasonal Jobs at BGCL! A summer adventure! Consider applying for summer classes and working part-time! Log on to www.bgcl.org to apply to work at BGCL during the June 10 to August 19, 2011 season! 30 miles of 83. Get ahead today and learn something new you can use to help you graduate soon!

For Sale

House of 471 Commodore W, 4 BR, 2 bath, 2 living rooms, 2 car off-street parking. Call 419-308-8872.

For Rent

3.5 BR apt and studio. 419-356-9911. www.willowhouse.com

Call Alicia at: 419-973-6118.

3675 S. Smith Contracting LLC.

www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Kiddie World’s newest training camp for kids, ages 7-12. 419-356-5437.

www.willowhouse.com

If you love to interact with people, disabilities. $9-$13.18/hr based on exp. Require High School grad for days, eves. & weekends.

Kldzwatch all centers now hiring

1601 Jefferson Ave, Toledo, OH

Call 419-352-5800 for more info.

Lunch Fun

11-12 hours remain, applies at next campus, 419-924-6229. Cranbrook Childcare Company seen only also summer only needs apply.

130-140 hours in July-4 12 pm.

May-4 4-8 pm.

June-4 4-8 pm.

July-4 4-8 pm.

August-4 4-8 pm.

End of August-4 4-8 pm.

For Rent

34 BR apt, AC, Kfc, Aug.
$625/mo or all incl, 419-683-8490.

Call for details or applications.

5 BR apt on Mansfield, next to water tower. 419-308-3596.

1 BDR Apartments

617 West State Street.

$625/mo, AC, heat, 1 bath.

419-308-8037.

For Rent

1.2, 3, 4 BR Apartments

808 E. 20th Street.

$575-$750/mo.

Children have 3 months.

3-4 BR Houses

419-683-1473.

3 BD, 2.5 BA house, 2 car gar.

419-308-8037.

3 Bdrm, 2 bath townhouse.

419-308-8037.

Room for rent, S. College.

419-308-8037.

For Rent

10 BR House, 9150 Wabash, Aug. 1, 2011.

419-381-4444.

www.otterbein.edu/brgnews
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Enjoy a laugh and win a prize at the Mill! For more information, please call 419-308-8037.
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